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We have dealt with some points of interest in these five volumes ; future
volumes will show how this difficult son of a difficult sire found himself,
like that sire, in time President of the United States.

H. E. EGERTON.

The Life of Barnave. By E. D. BRADBY. 2 vols. (Oxford : Clarendon
Press, 1915.)

THEBE are few good English biographies of French Revolutionary
leaders. This book adds one to the short list. It is written with complete
control of the relevant printed and manuscript sources, and though there
are a few weak points in the setting and gaps in the bibliography—which is
of course inevitable—one could hardly wish for a more satisfactory treat-
ment of the central figure. The discussions of controverted questions,
especially the great problem of Barnave's relations with the court, are
conspicuously thorough and fair ; and the author's genuine and well-
founded liking for the man himself hardly ever betrays her into special
pleading. There is just a trace of ' the man with the sponge' in the
account of Barnave's notorious ' Was it then so pure, the blood which
has just been shed ?', after the murders of Foulon and Berthier (i. 108 seqq.),
and perhaps also in a few other passages ; but this is in no way a feature
of the book.

Barnave's portrait, as it appears to the ordinary reader of revolutionary
history, is apt to be indistinct. That is the fault of historians, for there
was nothing nebulous about his character or his policy. Some essentials
of the character are, it is true, revealed in the great episodes which no
historian neglects—his fearlessness, his lack of vanity, and his high sense
of honour. But only intimate study, such as Miss Bradby has given,
could make clear the whole of his singularly attractive personality. The
fearlessness is many-sided—physical danger, unpopularity, apparent
failure leave it unimpaired. To absence of vanity is joined a complete
absence of pose, and purity goes with honour. Barnave's self-analysis
in youth—as a man of his age he was bound to analyse himself on paper—
is the least irritating that I have come across from any contemporary
pen, and there is nothing morbid in his clear-sighted estimates of his own
blunders. The correspondence with relatives and friends is delightful.
On the dignity of the last days and of the death there is no stain.

Miss Bradby has completed the picture of the man. She has herself
given the first satisfactory account of his policy, distinguishing it from
the policies of his friends with which it is often confounded. It has been
too much the practice among historians to lump together' the triumvirate',
' the party of Barnave ', ' the Lameth party ', as did contemporaries,
with much more excuse. No writer on the Revolution, so far as I know,
is quite free from this defect. So far has the confusion of Barnave with
his colleagues gone that he has even been credited with the Lameth's
rank : in the index to vol. viii of the Cambridge Modern History this son
of a Protestant lawyer from Grenoble appears as a marquis. Not unfre-
quently he has been connected with plans made by his friends after he
left Paris at the beginning of 1792. All these things are now set in order
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by his biographer. Barnave appears as a consistent liberal monarchist,
who, just because he was prepared to go further than many liberal members
of the assembly at the start, was never tempted to recant.' He was not
in the leasf afraid of his own handiwork in 1790 and 1791 as some of
his best friends were of theirs ; and there is no proof that he personally
favoured constitutional ' reaction ', for example the establishment of
a second chamber, when the dangers of the new system began to show
themselves. On the other hand, like every other man in the assembly
with any trace of political insight, he was a consistent enemy of the law
which excluded members of the Constituent from the Legislative. He
was never a republican ; because in his opinion a French republic would
necessarily be federal and a federal republic necessarily weak. This is
the real Barnave as his biographer shows him, not the repentant revolu-
tionary or the ' man with two faces '.

An important contribution not only to the study of his policy but
also to the general history of the Revolution is made by Miss Bradby
in the sections dealing with the colonial question. ' The intricacies of
this difficult question were not' widely understood by his own generation ;
if one may judge from what has been written, one might almost venture
to say that his part in it has never been understood since that genera-
tion passed away ' (i. 314). Certainly his part is now clear enough, and
it enhances greatly one's respect for Barnave as a practical statesman.
His determination to face unpleasant facts, and postpone the application
of principles which might lose France her colonies, brought upon him
the verbose hatred of Brissot and his friends, ' Les Amis des Noirs',
who have ' succeeded in creating permanent misunderstanding' among
posterity. Yet, after all, as Miss Bradby clearly shows, the ' Brissotins'
sacrificed principle just as much as did Barnave; only they made their
sacrifice with less knowledge and inferior statesmanship.

The centre of any critical biography of Barnave must be his relations
with the Queen. The episode preliminary to the discussion of those
relations—the return from Varennes—is admirably handled. Then comes
the question itself, which Miss Bradby answers—to the best of my belief—
differently from any English or German and from most French writers.
She accepts Barnave's declaration to his judges : ' I attest on my own
head that never, absolutely never, have I had the slightest correspon-
dence with the Palace.' Hitherto he has been to all of us in England, as
he was to Lord Acton, ' the secret adviser of the Queen '. It is impossible
to review the whole controversy here, but it must not be passed over.
Miss Bradby's strongest point is the absence of any satisfactory reason
why Barnave—always honest and fearless—should die with a lie on his
lips, when he so conducted his defence that it was fairly certain that
he would die anyhow. Against her there are masses of statements of
every grade of trustworthiness. Madame Campan, the waiting-woman who
posed as the confidante, is easily disposed of. Goguelat, the Queen's
confidential secretary, less easily. Goguelat certainly told Mercy that the
memoir which he brought from Paris early in January 1792 was in part
the work of Barnave. But Goguelat may well have been misinformed, as
contemporaries always assumed that Barnave and his friends were per-
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manently inseparable. Miss Bradby fully allows that Alexandre Lameth
and Duport had secret dealings with the Queen. Her opinion (ii. 154)
that although Barnave may have known about the January memoir,-
yet it neither is. in his style nor contains his characteristic opinions.-must
carry great, weight. So must her reminder that it would be a little odd
that, if Barnave was engaged in this delicate work, he should choose
almost the very day of Goguelat's journey for, not a temporary but a final,
departure from Paris to Dauphine.

A conjectural emendation of B into Barnave, made by the editor
of Fersen's papers, is weighed and rejected: if accepted, it would be evidence,
but not decisive evidence, for the prosecution.' The most intractable
witnesses are Alexandre Lameth himself and the Queen. Alexandre, in
his old age it is true, endorsed the accepted narrative. But the printed
endorsement of Alexandre is flatly contradicted in the manuscript memoirs
of his brother Theodore ; and Miss Bradby's explanation that Alexandre
was either forgetful or led away by ' mistaken ideas of loyalty', writing
as he did at a time when to have helped the Queen was a title to honour,
is at the least plausible. Then the Queen. Her statement that she is well
satisfied with ' Les Duport, Lameth et Barnave ' is obviously not decisive ;
but to get over the sentence ' J'ai . . . une espece de correspondance avec
les deux derniers', Miss Bradby has to assume a—quite possible—mistake
in ciphering, which produced ' demiers' instead of ' premiers'. As the
original manuscript is jealously guarded at Vienna, the hypothesis cannot
be verified. For myself I am inclined to accept it ; and if it is accepted,
the one quite decisive bit of evidence against Barnave's dying declaration
vanishes. Should Miss Bradby's case—I call it hers, though she is not
the_first to hold that Barnave cannot have lied at his trial—should this
case become accepted history, as I rather think it will, we shall have an
uncommon reversal of a verdict in accord with much apparently decisive
evidence. I may add that I agree—though at first I did not—with her
refusal to accept the only explanation of Barnave's denial which quite
fite his character, that he was shielding some one. If he was, one cannot
see whom.

There is one point, however, connected with the denial on which
I am not yet entirely satisfied. Barnave, after repudiating any ' corre-
spondence with the Palace ', added, ' never, absolutely never, have I set
foot in the Palace'. ' Setting foot in the Palace ' must be understood
as meaning jmvalely, adds Miss Bradby ; ' it was well known . . . that
he had often been there in his official capacity' (ii. 165). It is a pity
that he did not say so; the statement as he made it suppresses truth,
and it is not certain that all his judges and auditors would supply for them-
selves Miss Bradby's gloss. What was well known in 1791 had often been
forgotten by 1793. This economy of truth in the second repudiation leaves
it still just possible—no more—that the first is less decisive than it seems..
Those who cannot accept the emendation of Marie Antoinette's cipher
may fall back on some hypothesis of ' indirect correspondence', such as
Miss Bradby discusses and rejects, to balance ' official' setting foot
in the palace. One cannot feel absolutely certain until that cipher has
been examined again. It was published by Feuillet de Conches, not the
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most accurate of editors; the Austrian government would not permit
MM. de la Rocheterie and de Beaucourt to examine the Queen's letters
afresh in 1895-6 ; and the chances of any Frenchman or Englishwoman
seeing them in this generation are now smaller than ever.

Some scattered criticisms of minor points may be collected. It would
have been interesting if we had been told more of the influence of Mably
on the formation of Barnave's mind. It is merely referred to, but not
explained (i. 29). The fact is that Barnave's single-chamber constitutional
monarchy, much more democratic than that of eighteenth-century England,
comes straight from the ' republican monarchy' of Mably. On p. 42
one wonders whether ' caste' is a correct translation. Did Barnave
really write of the Tiers fitat as a ' caste' ? If he used the word, should
it be retained in an English version ? On p. 188 we are told that the
creation of the departments ' is always attributed to Sieyes, but it was
Thouret who proposed it in a famous report'. The suggestion seems to
be that perhaps Sieyes has got undeserved credit; but ' Thouret's '
report is in fact almost pure Sieyes, and is printed among Sieyes' works.
The account of the club of 1789 on p. 224 (and elsewhere) is, I think,
a trifle too hostile. Barnave, of course, disliked the '89 and the '89 disliked
him. For once, Miss Bradby reflects a little contemporary passion ; yet
it is a very faint reflection. The same is perhaps true of her attacks on
the Girondins, the ' artists in calumny of the Revolution ' (ii. 283); but
certainly Brissot deserves all that he gets at her hands. Whenever he
touched affairs of weight he did harm, and his treatment of Barnave was
detestable.

The technical side of the book—notes, bibliography, list of Barnave's
speeches and index—is very complete. The style, at first a little naive,
acquires ease and dignity as the story develops, and, at the great
crises, becomes fully sufficient for the theme, and the theme is no small
one. Though Barnave, as Miss Bradby says, was neither an originator
nor a man of genius—' merely ' a man of high character and the highest
talent—his life demands something more than patient historical craftsman-
ship, some touch of his own vigour and self-forgetfulness; and thiB it has
found in his biographer.

J. H. CLAPHAM.

The Journal of the Joint Committee of Fifteen on Reconstruction. By
BENJAMIN B. RENDBICK, Ph.D. (New York : Columbia University
Press, 1914.)

IN this volume—the sixty-second volume of studies in history, economics
and public law issued by the faculty of political science in Columbia
University—Dr. Kendrick publishes a Journal, of which only one copy
has been previously printed, and of which his university has recently
acquired the original manuscript.

The joint committee on reconstruction was appointed in December 1865
to report upon the condition of the confederate states, and to propose the
terms upon which they should be readmitted as normal states into the
union. During its deliberations they were to have no representatives in
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